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CHURCH SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY SERVICES

Fellowship
group

Currently all services from the Melbourne Welsh Church
will be on Facebook live and also posted on our website
and on Youtube.
Pleasecheck in on our Facebook page and on our
website for regular updates.
Please contact either Rev. Siôn or Rev. Sara if you’re
experiencing difficulty logging in to our services.

10:00am
Via Facebook or our

AUGUST 2

Prayer list

11:00am

August 12 and 26

website

English

Rev. Siôn Gough Hughes
Communion - please join
us online with your own version of the elements ready.
AUGUST 9
11:00am

English

Rev. Sara Villarreal Bishop

2:30pm

Welsh

Rev. Siôn Gough Hughes
Communion

English

Mr. Peter Whitefield

AUGUST 16
11:00am
AUGUST 23
11:00am

GYMANFA GANU via Zoom
English

Rev. Siôn Gough Hughes

11:00am

English

Rev. Sara Villarreal Bishop

2:30pm

Welsh

Rev. Siôn Gough Hughes

AUGUST 30

5:00pm

Lutheran Eucharist Service
Rev. Sara Villarreal Bishop
Communion - please join
us online with your own version of the elements ready.
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP, JUNIOR CHURCH,
SOCIAL CHATS & BOOK CLUB are all available to
anyone who is interested and streamed via zoom, with
information on how to access these sent out prior to
each.
If you would like to be on our email list to obtain
access information, please ring Fred on 9758 6997

Please remember the
following in your prayers:
The Morrison and Jenkins
families, Sian Harrison,
Dorothy Thomson, Betti
Wyn Davies, Gail Rees,
Alan Morris, Val Rendell,
Mac Harris, Loris Williams,
Wilma Lomax and
John Rees
Remember all the sick,
sad, scared, hungry,
lonely and vulnerable in
our community and
beyond at this
particularly anxious time.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Wishing the wonderful
Brad Harris of Ballarat a
very happy 90th
birthday, from all his
friends at the Melbourne
Welsh Church
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CHURCH SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
august birthdays
Best wishes and congratulations to :
5th
11th
12th
14th

John Rees 97 16th
Oliver Boomsma 18th
Michael Williams 21st
Mary Moutsias

Dilys Greenacre 90
Bryn Boomsma
Sara Bishop

august anniversaries
Congratulations to all couples celebrating
their wedding anniversary in August,
including:
Christine and Fred Boomsma who
celebrate their 43rd on the 20th

THE church SIGN RECENTLY

25th
28th
29th

Tegan Topalidis
Christine Jones
Carine Chainey
Elfyn Morris
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sion’s MEssAGE
Dear Friends,
Most of you will have heard this story before but stick with me,
when you’ve been somewhere for 20 years they will have heard
most of your stories too!
When I was in college I played for a sports team and that team
managed to get through to the semi-finals of the All UK University Championships (don’t
ask me how, I still don’t know). On Saturday morning a bus left Aberystwyth and we set
out for Birmingham. We were to play against one of the big Uni’s and were expected to
lose. And we didn’t; somehow we won and were sent to the final on the Sunday afternoon.
So unexpected was the win that we hadn’t even booked accommodation or taken a
change of clothes - so after a panic filled few hours we found somewhere to stay and
settled down for a few hours sleep before playing in the final at 3pm the next day.
Sunday’s dawn came and we got up to a wet and dreary Birmingham day. Three of us
decided we would go to church and so we left our 2 1/2 star hotel in our training gear
and headed out to find a chapel. About 250m from our hotel we found a small Methodist
church and the three of us snuck into the back pew to wait for the service. Four of the
eight or so other people there huddled down the front were chatting and looking at us.
Eventually one elderly man came towards us and said something like, “I’m sorry, we’re
going to have to ask you to leave, you’re not dressed for church.”
Shocked, we left but we still wanted to go to church so we continued down the road and
found another church - straight out of the Blues Brothers. A Choir in robes clapping, people shouting “Amen” and “Preach it Brother” and the pastor walking around the front like
a preaching lion, it was magnificent. We went and sat at the back and immediately this
little old lady came over and asked us in a broad Jamaican accent, “Have you come to
meet Jesus?” She sat us down, grabbed a couple of young people to sit with us and help
us through the service, during the next hymn she went and spoke to the pastor who
welcomed us to the service from the pulpit. We were made so welcome not just during
the service but at the lunch afterwards where it seemed like everyone came over to
speak to us - and it only struck me a lot later that not only were we not dressed for that
church, we were the wrong colour for that church. We were the only caucasian faces
there but it didn’t bother anyone. The only question we were asked is, “Have you come
to meet Jesus?”
Later that day 30 people from that church came to watch us get destroyed by Loughborough University in the final. They danced and sang and even set up food for full time
(for the entire team).
I have never forgotten that day. It showed me what church should be and what it
shouldn’t be. I would go as far as to say it played a pivotal role in shaping my ministry. I
saw that day, and have tried to ensure that Church is a place for everyone. In later years
I discovered the idea of ‘ALL MEANS ALL’ and I finally put a phrase to what I felt church
should be.
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That is how I have tried to serve, with the idea that everyone is welcome. It’s what I
see in the ministry of Jesus as I read the Gospel, it’s what I have tried to encourage in
the churches and places I have served.

For 20 years I have tried to serve this community. I have made many mistakes along
the way and today I want to say a big thank you to everyone within our church community who have made me welcome and helped me make a home here. It doesn’t
seem like 20 years since I arrived and although a lot has changed in all our lives the
Melbourne Welsh Church still feels like home.
Thank you all!!
Yours, still in his service,
Siôn.

sArA’s MEssAGE
Those of you who follow any of my posts on Facebook or the
church blog, or pretty much anywhere are going to have clued
into the fact that I am all about the animals. I’ve fed the magpies in the backyard on the Facebook noon update, and hung out
with the cats in their rather fancy cat patio for Vespers. Since I was a bitty kid, I’ve always made friends with animals rather quickly, and when my daughter was two, we
knew she had the gene for it too, as a full-grown Rottweiler came racing across the
green and she opened her arms wide for a hug … and got them, kisses too.

I grew up just four blocks from the zoo in the south-eastern Wisconsin city of Racine. It
wasn’t a huge zoo, and it was free, but we would take ‘secret’ entrances under fences
and through hedges to get in. It was a playground of magical proportions, with an entire populations of four-legged friends. I would go behind the lines (where I most certainly was not supposed to go) and hang out with Caroline, the snow leopard, as she lay
on the top-most rocks of her entirely too small Victorian era enclosure. Thankfully, this
enclosure has since been replaced and upgraded, and Caroline’s descendants have a
much nicer space.
My first degree is in anthropology and zoology, and I specialised in on human-animal interactions, specifically predator-population. See, I’m from Wisconsin, and the wolves
returned (they were not re-introduced, they came back on their own), and to count populations, you have to do by tracking them in the winter, and the consequences of living
with your non-human neighbours, when your non-human neighbours have teeth, can
have economic consequences if you have sheep or cattle. And slowly but steadily,
mountain lion came back too, so I had plenty to watch and learn and teach. I was able
to use my skills and training by working at the zoo in Washington DC, caring for lions
and tigers, and let me tell you, cats are cats, 800lbs or 8lbs (400kg or 4kg); they all act
the same, which is a delight. I got to talk a lot about animal behaviour, environments
and walking softly in this world. I love teaching about living with our non-human neighbours – the joy that comes from a bird trusting you enough to take the peanut from
your hand, the delight in being allowed to give a red panda a piece of banana as he sits
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on your knee, and the absolutely unreal feeling of a snow leopard tail (not as soft as a
chinchilla, not as rough as you might think, but so dense! ).
Animals, particularly wild animals, teach us that relationships must be based in patience, respect, trust, care and kindness. An animal will return these in spades, and it
starts a self-perpetuating loop, building more in both directions. This has informed a
great deal of my approach to theology, no surprise there. And it is a good thing, since
the predators that I specialised in are simply not found in Australia, outside of our
homes, or the cat patio!

PETEr’sMEssAGE
MEssAGE
PETEr’s
Preparation, preparation, preparation, is an idea that
was repeated over and over as I worked through my cooking
apprenticeship in the 70’s and 80’s.
I trained in what was called classical French cooking, the word
we used was mise en place.
Not only does it translate in to the idea of being prepared, it
suggests order, a place for everything and everything in its place.
It’s an idea or guide which relates to most things in life.
There are times, like our current situation, where sometimes you cannot be prepared.
Sometimes it like you’re trying to take ‘one day at a time’ but several sneak up on you
all at once!! This may make us panic and do irrational stuff, like stock piling toilet paper
or pasta!!
In a busy kitchen and in particular one which has an ala carte (cooked to order) menu,
if you are not prepared it can turn ugly very quickly!! I recall times of arriving at work at
4am, to peel two 20 kg bags carrots and onions, or cooking 600 chickens. One
restaurant I worked at specialised in crepes, I would have about 8 crepe pans on the
go, cooking 20-40 litres of crepe batter.
A four-hour service time at a restaurant takes hour and hours of preparation.
Sometimes I spend more time planning and preparing family meals than I spend on
preparing for the day ahead. This fact becomes obvious in trying times such as we are
all currently facing.
Perhaps we spend too much time watching the news and allowing it to distort our
perspective. Too much information, to many what if’s are sometime difficult to process.
The Good Book assures us to fear not, to be of good courage, to be still and know the
God is God, the I Am, the always have been always will be one. We sing songs, we
listen to sermons, reflections and devotions, BUT DO WE LISTEN REALLY
LISTEN and breath it in and allow it to
resonate in our being?
As one American author, Annie Dilliard
put it. “How we spend our days is, of
course, how we spend our lives”.
There is in our society a myth that
perpetuates the idea of being busy, we
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hold it as some kind of moral superiority, when we respond to the question how are
you, oh I’m busy!!
Busy with stuff, busy with worry, how about being busy just being??
How are you spending your days?
Remember mise en place, perhaps you could start your day differently, and it may just
end differently.
God rest us.
Rest that part of us which is tired.
Awaken that part of us which is asleep.
God awaken us and awake within us.
Amen. Leunig (When I talk to you )

Vale: Jeff morrison
It was with great sadness that we were informed of Jeff’s sudden
passing on June 22. Jeff leaves behind his wife Mandy, daughter
Lucy and husband Fred, brother-in-law Murray and wife Margot,
sister-in-law Helen Jenkins, mother-in-law Janet Jenkins and the
extended family.
Lucy lives in England with husband Fred and they have finally been able to return to
Melbourne on July 22 following international travel
restrictions
and 2 weeks quarantine in Perth. A very emotional and
difficult time for the family. The Welsh church community extend
heartfelt condolences to the entire family.
R.I.P. Jeff.

ChrisTinE’s CulinAry CornEr
Hi there,
During our current lockdown, I joined a
group called Curo’r Corona’n Goginio
( Cooking to beat the Corona Virus ) via
Facebook.
This recipe came up and is easy to
make and delicious with butter and a
cuppa. So give it a go.
MAM’S RWJ RAJ CAKE
8oz mixed fruit (or simply sultanas)
4oz butter
4oz caster sugar
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

½ cup milk
1 egg
8oz S.R. flour

Pre-heat oven to 160°
Put fruit, butter, sugar and milk in a saucepan and bring to the boil.
Leave to cool.
Add the egg and flour, and mix
Transfer the mixture to a loaf tin and cook for around 60 mins. until golden brown
and a skewer comes out clean
Enjoy
Hwyl fawr, Christine
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Happy 20 years at the
melbourne welsh
church, siôn
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Siôn was presented with a beautifully
crafted wooden keepsake box, filled with
congratulatory messages from members
and friends of the Church.
The box included a suitably engraved
brass plaque.
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Dearest Creature aka The Chaos
Dearest creature in creation,
Study English pronunciation.
I will teach you in my verse
Sounds like corpse, corps, horse and worse.
I will keep you, Suzy, busy,
Make your head with heat grow dizzy.
Tear in eye, your dress will tear.
So shall I! Oh hear my prayer.

Written by :
Gerard Nolst Trenité

Ivy, privy, famous; clamour,
And enamour rhyme with hammer.
River, rival, tomb, bomb, comb,
Doll and roll and some and home.
Just compare heart, beard and heard,
Stranger does not rhyme with anger,
Dies and die, lord and word.
Neither does devour with clangour.
Sword and sward, retain and Britain.
Souls but foul, haunt but aunt,
(Mind the latter, how its’s written.)
Font, front, wont, want, grand, and grant,
Now I surely will not plague you
Shoes, goes, does. Now first say finger,
With such words as plaque and a gue.
And then singer, ginger, linger,
But be careful how you speak;
Real, zeal, mauve. Gauze, gouge, and gauge
Say break and steak, but bleak and streak;
Marriage, foliage, mirage, and age.
Cloven, oven, how and low,
Script, receipt, show. poem and toe.
Query does not rhyme with very,
Hear me say, devoid of trickery,
Daughter, laughter, and Terpsichore,
Typhoid, measles, topsails, aisles,
Exiles similes, and reviles;
Scholar, vicar, and cigar,
Solar, mica, war and far;
One, anemone, Balmoral,
Kitchen, lichen, laundry, laurel;
Gertrude, German, wind and mind,
Scene, Melpomene, mankind

Nor does fury sound like bury.
Dost, lost, post and doth, cloth, loth.
Job, nob, bosom, transom, oath.
Though the differences seem little,
We say actual but victual.
Refer does not rhyme with deafer,
Foeffer does, and zephyr, heifer.
Mint, pint, senate and sedate;
Dull, pull, and George ate late,
Scenic, Arabic, Pacific,
Science, conscience, scientific.

Billet does not rhyme with ballet,
Bouquet, wallet, mallet, chalet.
Blood and flood are not like food,
Nor is mould like should and would.
Viscous, viscount, load and broad,
Toward, to forward, to reward.
And your pronunciation’s OK
When you correctly say croquet,
Rounded, wounded, grieve and sieve,
Friend and fiend, alive and live.

Liberty, library, heave and heaven,
Rachel, ache, moustache, eleven.
We say hallowed, but allowed,
People, leopard, towed, but vowed.
Mark the differences, moreover,
Between mover, cover, clover;
Leeches, breeches, wise, precise,
Chalice, but police and lice;
Camel, constable, unstable,
Principle, disciple, label.
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Petal, panel, and canal,
Wait, surprise, plait, promise, pal.
Worm and storm, chaise, chaos, chair,
Senator, spectator, mayor.
Tour, but our and succour, four.
Gas, alas, and Arkansas,
Sea, idea, Korea, area,
Psalm, Maria, but malaria,
Youth, south, southern, cleanse and clean,
Doctrine, turpentine, marine

Book club

Compare alien with Italian,
Dandelion and battalion.
Sally with ally, yea, ye,
Eye, I, ay, aye whey, and key.
Say aver, but ever, fever,
Neither, leisure, skein, deceiver.
Heron, granary, canary,
Crevice and device and aerie.
Face, but preface, not efface,
Phlegm, phlegmatic, ass, glass, bass.
Large, but target, gin, give, verging,
Ought, out, joust and scour, scourging.
Ear, but earn and wear and tear
Do not rhyme with here or ere.
Seven is right, but so is even,
Hyphen, roughen, nephew Stephen,
Monkey, donkey, Turk and jerk,
Ask, grasp, wasp, and cork and work.
Pronunciation - think of Psyche!
Is a paling stout and spikey?
Won’t it make you lose your wits,
Writing groats and saying grits?
It’s a dark abyss or tunnel;
Strewn with stones, stowed, solace, gunwale,
Islington and Isle of Wight,
Housewife, verdict and indict.
Finally, which rhymes with enough Though, through, plough, or dough, or cough?
Hiccough has the sound of cup.
My advice is to give up.

The Church Book Club are
currently discussing Charles
Dickens’ classic.
‘Great Expectations’
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only in wales !
Queuing up for their
first haircut in months

Social distancing whilst
waiting for the bus.

What safety conscious sheep
there are in Wales
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NEWS FROM THE PEWS

Your intrepid reporter:
Medi Jones-Roberts
97580014

Readers I'm sure will appreciate the fact
that I cannot bring you a normal NFTP column during the Virus
Lockdown which we are presently enduring. But I do try and keep
you amused or at least - entertained - so here we go !!.
The fifth paragraph of this column in the June issue brought you
'slants' on days of the week, Fryday,,Shatterday and Shunday. But since then ‘She who
must be Obeyed’ has pointed out two others. The first day of the working week - with a
twist - Moanday, followed by Chewsday - a gastronomic experience, for those interested
in the science of good eating, as explained in my lady's copy of her Little Oxford
Dictionary.
Here are more 'one liners' to add to the collection you should be accumulating if you
follow this epistle regularly. - Evil wins battles - never wars ; (on Murdoch- June 25);
Wine makes words exchange for deeds; I don't knead anything- I'm just having a god
loaf; Don't confuse ambition , and ability; Hey diddle diddle - we'll stick with the middle.
And again on Murdoch- on July 2., and dare I say appropriate - A priest’s flock is his
family - and , The truth is the rock on which we must stand no matter the
consequences; What you put in - you get out; and of course, Laughter is the best
medicine.
Did you absorb the fact aired recently on our TV screens that the lowest temperature
recorded here in Victoria, occurred on July 7 , 1970, in the Australian Alps at Falls
Creek, ( for international readers). It was a very chilly minus 11.7 degrees.

Now. In Wales at least, some surnames are so common that the persons initials only
are used to communicate, particularly with males. Also, if you were cast in a school play
you 'wore' the name of your character everywhere for the duration of rehearsals, the
play, and sometimes onwards. And here's one that does not seem to happen here. If
your Christian name was/is Robert - (plenty in Wales) , the letters were transposed to
become a rather pleasant Christian name- Trebor. A name which was/ is I believe
actually used as a Cristian name.
The centre spread of the July issue of this publication showed a pic and caption
with - Quote. 'A marvellous Hercules flying over the Conwy estuary, mid June.'. The pic.
'touched' my lady, as in her previous life she was the wife of a Lieutenant Commander
in the Royal Australian Navy. Janet would fly fortnightly return from Laverton to
Edinburgh, South Australia, to visit her parents if there was a vacant seat on the Herc.
and there usually was. At that time she first lived in suburban Boronia before relocating
to the Cerbrus Naval Base on the Mornington Peninsula. While based in New Guinea for
18 months, she also flew from Jackson Airport, Port Moresby to Richmond, NSW on a
Herc.



"Nid aur yw popeth melyn" - Everything that is yellow is not gold
"Tyfid maban, ni thyf ei gadachan" - The child will grow, his clothes will not



"Heb ei fai, heb ei eni" - He who has no faults is not born



"Digrif gan bob aderyn ei lais ei hun" - Every bird relishes his own voice
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Church 167th anniversary
The Melbourne Welsh Church celebrated its 167th anniversary on Sunday, July 19, with on-line 2 services - the English at 11:00am and the Welsh at 2:30pm.
In these strange and difficult times it was a different sort of
celebration but made all the more special by the participation of 2 of our friends in Wales: Rev. Beti Wyn James who
led the prayers at both services, and Rev. Rob. Nicholls who
delivered both sermons. We sincerely
thank them for their wonderful
contribution to our special day.
With no actual opportunity to
socialise and enjoy the delicious
food the Welsh Church is
renowned for, over 100 beautiful
anniversary cupcakes were
distributed to as many of our
friends as we were legally allowed
to.

I WEAR MY MASK
IN PUBLIC FOR
THREE REASONS:
1.

Humility: I don’t know
if I have Covid-19 as it
is clear that people can
spread the disease
before they have
symptoms

2.

Kindness: I don’t
know if the person I
am near has a child
battling cancer, or
cares for their elderly
mum. While I may be
fine, they may not.

3.

Community: I want
my community to
thrive, businesses to
stay open, employees
to stay healthy.
Keeping a lid on Covid
–19 helps us all.
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Ana and Darren ( Gardiner ) would like to thank everyone
for their cards, presents and kind wishes following the
birth of their son, Robert Micah.
He looks forward to attending Church soon and meet
everyone.

Gail Rees would sincerely like to thank
all for their messages, cards, phone
calls and prayers during her recent stint
in hospital and rehab.
She is very much on the improve and
back to caring for John, who soon
celebrates his 97th birthday.

The reason Kellogg’s Corn Flakes
has a cockerel on them is thanks to
the Welsh language. During a tour
of America, Welsh harpist, Nansi
Richards met the king of cereal, W.
K. Kellogg. She told him that his
name sounded like the word ceilog the Welsh for cockerel - and he liked
it. Soon after, there was a cockerel
on the box and, according to
legend, he even coloured the bird to
match the flag of Wales.

Prayer for a pandemic
May we who are merely inconvenienced
remember those whose lives are at stake.
May we who have no risk factors
remember those most vulnerable.
May we who have the luxury of working at home
remember those who must choose between
preserving their health and making their rent.
May we who have the flexibility to care
for our children when their schools close
remember those who have no option.
May we who have to cancel our trips
remember those who have no safe place to go.
May we who are losing our margin
money in the tumult of the economic market
remember those who have no margin at all.
May we settle in for a quarantine at home
remember those who have no home.

As fear grips our country, let us choose love.
Nansi Richards

During this time when we cannot physically
wrap our arms around each other,
let us yet find ways to be loving embrace
of God to our neighbours.
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Mind blowing facts


After a male octopus breeds with a female, he
develops dementia. He then lives the rest of his
life confused, with apparently no knowledge of
previous events.

In 1999, Philip Morris attempted to convince the
government of the Czech Republic that smoking
was highly beneficial to the country, as more
people would die earlier as a result, thus letting
the government save millions on pensions, hospitals, and housing for elderly
citizens.




In Ancient Persia, the men used to debate ideas once sober and once drunk,
because the idea needed to sound good in both states in order to be considered a
good idea.



People in Japan are renting cars, but not to drive them anywhere. Car rental
companies looked into it and discovered that people were using them to take
naps, eat lunch, do work, change clothes, recharge cell phones, and store things
( when storage lockers at train stations weren’t available )



The Jim twins were identical twins who were separated at birth and adopted by
different families. They both got married and divorced
to a woman named Linda, remarried a woman named
Betty and each had dogs named Toy. The both named
their sons James Alan and were reunited at the age of
39.



Swedes use the term ‘Curling Parents’ for
overprotective parents who, as in the game, sweep all
trouble in front of their kids.


Chipmunks and other small
rodents have fast reaction time
because they process light
faster. They see the world in
slow motion.



A chicken can be hypnotised by holding its head down and
drawing with a stick or a finger a straight line away from its
beak on the ground. And it will wake up immediately if the
line infront of it is erased.



Koalas have fingerprints that are nearly identical to
humans. So much so that there have been several
instances where they have been confused at a crime scene.



Our brain allows our expectations to filter into our perception. This means we are
biased to see the world not as it really is, but how we expect it to be.



It is impossible for a human to sneeze during sleep due to a bodily state known as
REM Atonia as reflex signals are not communicated to the brain.
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Time for a laugh
So two Welshmen are traveling to
Australia. Before they leave home,
one of their dads gives them both
a bit of advice: "You watch them
Aussie cab drivers. They'll rob you
blind. Don't you go paying them
what they ask. You haggle." At
the Sydney airport, the Welshmen
catch a cab to their hotel. When
they reach their destination, the
cabbie says, "That'll be twenty
dollars, lads." "Oh no you don't!
My dad warned me about you.
You'll only be getting fifteen
dollars from me," says one of the
men. "And you'll only be getting
fifteen from me too," adds the
other.

A man went to his lawyer and told him, "My
neighbour owes me $500 and he won’t pay up.
What should I do?" "Do you have any proof he
owes you the money?" asked the lawyer. "Nope,"
replied the man. "OK, then write him a letter
asking him for the $5,000 he owed you," said the
lawyer. "But it's only $500," replied the man.
"Precisely. That’s what he will reply and then you’ll
have your proof!"

An Amish husband, wife and son
travel to the city on vacation.
They visit a shopping centre and while the mother is shopping, the father and son are
standing in awe in front of an elevator (having no idea what it is). As they watch, an
elderly lady walks into the strange silver doors and the doors close. The father and son
watch as the numbers go up, and then back down. When the doors open, a beautiful
young woman walks out. The father leans over and whispers to the son, "Son, go get
your mother!"

Cardiff man, Daffyd Williams, is on his deathbed,
knows the end is near and is with the nurse, his
wife, his daughter, and two sons.
"So", he says to them: "Evan, I want you to take
the Saltmead houses."
"Dilys, take the flats over in Canary Wharf."
"Aled, I want you to take the offices in
Plasnewydd.”
"Rhiannon, my dear wife, please take all the
residential buildings in Pontcanna and Llandaff"
The nurse is just blown away by all this, and as
Daffyd slips away, she says, "Mrs Williams, your
husband must have been such a hard working man to have accumulated all this
property".
Rhiannon replies, "Property? . . . The silly old fool only has a paper round!"
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UNJUMBLE THE
FOLLOWING VICTORIAN
TOWNS:
1.

GOBENI

_____________

2.

LAES

__________

3.

GATWANTARA

4.

LEGOENG

5.

RABATLLA

6.

EYA

7.

OOLWARBMAN _____________

8.

PPARSHENOT

9.

WOGAODN

_____________

_____________
_____________

______

contronyms
Contronyms are single words that have
2 contradictory meanings, for example:
BOLT: to secure, or to flee
BOUND: heading to a destination, or
restrained from movement
DUST: to add fine particles, or to remove them
LEFT: remained, or departed

_____________
____________

10. OOME _________

FAST: quick, or stuck or made stable
PEER: a person of the nobility, or an
equal

WEATHER: to withstand, or to wear
away
SANCTION: to approve, or to boycott
APOLOGY: a statement of contrition
for an action, or a defence of one

ANSWERS:
1. BENDIGO
3. WANGARATTA
5. BALLARAT
7. WARRAMBOOL
9.
WODONGA

2. SALE
4. GEELONG
6. YEA
8. SHEPPARTON
10 OMEO

AUSTRALiANa QUIZ
1.

Australia has the world’s largest sand island. What is its name? _______________

2.

In what city did the Commonwealth Parliament first sit? __________________

3.

Which band has received an Australian of the Year Award? _________________

4.

In what year was gold first discovered in Victoria and NSW to begin the “Gold

Rush”? ________
5.

What Australian movie includes the phrase “Tell him he’s dreaming”? ___________

6.

The landmark Katu Tjuta is also known as what? _____________

7.

What animal is on the Western Australia flag?

8.

Who was the most recent Australian to win the men’s singles title at Wimbledon?

_____________________

ANSWERS: 1. Fraser Is. 2. Melbourne 3. The Seekers
4. 1851
5. The Castle
6. The Olgas
7. Black Swan 8. Lleyton Hewitt
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FIJI

LATVIA

SCOTLAND

BELGUIM
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LUXEMBOURG
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BRAZIL
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MALI

TOGO
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FACT: There are 196 countries that make up our world.
AFRICA = 54 countries ASIA = 48 countries
EUROPE = 45 Countries
AUSTRALASIA = 14 countries STH AMERICA = 12
NTH AMERICA = 23
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CHURCH CONTACT INFORMATION
Ministry team
Rev. Siôn Gough Hughes

0405 146 544

Rev. Sara Villarreal Bishop 0424 880 694
Mr. Peter Whitefield

0402 030 360

Board of elders
Church Secretary

Mrs. Christine Boomsma

9758 6997

Treasurer
Mr. Wayne Gardiner

9558 2149

Assistant Treasurer
Mr. Darren Gardiner

041 297 0509

Elders:

Deacons:

Mrs. Bronwen Holding
9762 3830

Mr. Geraint
Griffiths
9877 7282

Mr. David Rees
9416 1484

Mr. Michael
Min Fa
0411 027 478

CHURCH office
Administrative Assistant:
Mr. Fred Boomsma

9329 5139
or
9758 6997
The Welsh Church office hours will be
adjusted in respect of the Corona Virus
9329 6961

Church Organist:
Ms. Wendy Couch

Email:
melbwelshchurch@
bigpond.com
Website:
melbournewelshchurch.com.au
Twitter:
http:/twitter.com/
melbwelshchurch\
‘Melbourne Welsh Church’ on
Facebook search bar.
Blog:
melbournewelshchurch.
blogspot.com.au

DIVINE WORSHIP
11:00am

WELSH SERVICES

Second and last Sunday of each
month at 2:30pm.

HOLY COMMUNION

First Sunday of each month and as
advertised.

JUNIOR CHURCH
Vi Minecraft

Church caretakers:
Maureen and Willie Ow

Social media

GYMANFA GANU
March and August

9813 2675

